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Product Design Technical Group Newsletter Winter 2005 Inside this issue: 1. Message from the editor



4. Business Meeting Minutes



2. PDTG Election Results



5. Guidelines for Usability Design of Hardware Touch Points



3. 3rd Annual PDTG Design Award Winner and Honorable Mention



Message from the Editor There has been a lot of activity within PDTG since the last newsletter. First, I’d like to thank Brad Allen for all of his hard work as PDTG Chair, we were sorry to hear that he would be resigning! With Brad’s resignation, a call for nominations went out in December for Chair and Chair Elect. Thank you to everyone that provided nominations for these positions! We also went through a redesign of the PDTG logo and would like to thank Big Red Rooster for the help with this design effort! The new logo appears on the newsletter and will be included on the website and design awards. We completed a survey on how we could improve the PDTG newsletter and website. I would like to thank all of the members that responded to this survey, we received some great feedback! Here is a summary: Website content was rated in the following order of importance with 1 being most important:



6. Job postings



1. TG Activities (news, awards, HFES program, etc.) 2. Resources (books, links, conferences, etc.) 3. Reviews (book reviews, product reviews, etc.) 4. Job Bank 5. Outreach to other groups (e.g. ID, Environmental Design, etc.) 6. Member profiles (biographies, consultant directory, etc.) 7. Message board/discussion section 8. Membership Information (how to join, volunteer, etc.) 9. Education Section (profiles of university programs, opportunities, etc.) Other ideas for website content: • Good examples of bad designs • List of officers • Conference announcements • Pictures of products and discussions about the design • Interviews with people doing HF in product design • Lab descriptions, examples, case studies • Newsletter archive • New trends



•



Improving your career (interviews with non-HF folks on how to build careers)



Newsletter content was rated in the following order of importance with 1 being most important: 1. TG Activities (news, awards, HFES program, etc.) 2. Articles from other members of PDTG 3. Reviews (book reviews, product reviews, etc.) 4. News from other related organizations (e.g. IDSA) 5. Job announcements 6. Education Section (profiles of university programs, opportunities, etc.) Other ideas for newsletter content: • Good examples of bad designs • List of officers • Suggested resources • Conference announcements • Focus on product or product class— how has HFE contributed to newer, safer, more effective design? • Member stories about how they got their jobs and how they got into product design • Mentoring opportunities • Case studies; methodologies • Industry trends Please feel free to email me other ideas for improvements or any articles and stories that you would like to share at [email protected].



_____________________________



PDTG Election Results by Stan Caplan I am writing this as the short-term acting Chair of PDTG. My major accomplishment was getting 23% of you to choose new officers by voting in the just completed election. Thanks to all of you who took the time to show your interest by casting your



ballot. You have chosen Dianne McMullin as Chair and Steve Belz as Program Chair-Elect. Congratulations to Steve who is new to the Executive Council and Dianne, who has been Awards Chair. A special thanks goes to all four candidates who agreed to run for office and make this an interesting election. I hope their willingness to get involved will make you think about your potential contribution to PDTG. There are various roles you can play. The business meeting minutes provided elsewhere in this newsletter suggest some opportunities. Feel free to suggest other ways you would like to get involved. Your Executive Council continually strives to make PDTG a meaningful association for you, but bottom line – you get from it in proportion to what you give. Contact me or any council member to enhance your bottom line.



_________________________ Third Annual User-Centered Product Design Award The HFES Product Design Technical Group again conducted its product design competition for innovative and user-centered approaches to human factors and industrial design. The award committee of Dianne McMullin and Stan Caplan received 13 nominations that represented a broad diversity of product types. A panel of six judges selected a winning product and two honorable mentions based upon functional obviousness, ease of operation, and creativity. Research and methodological criteria were user focus during concept development, the design process, and use of evaluation methods. All three awards were presented at the 2004 HFES conference. Joy Kempic and Pam Nyberg accepted the award for Whirlpool and presented a paper about the winning product and its development at a well-attended special PDTG session. Immediately following the session a reception was held at the PDTG business meeting to honor the recipients.



Congratulations go to all of the award winners: •



Whirlpool Corporation for the Duet Fabric Care System (winner)



Elizabeth Lewis (center) accepts award for honorable mention from Dianne McMullin (left) and Stan Caplan (right). •



University of Nebraska – Lincoln and Medical Center for the INTUITOOLTM Laparoscopic Surgical Tool (honorable mention)



Pam Nyberg (center left) and Joy Kempic (center right) hold award presented to Whirlpool by Stan Caplan and Dianne McMullin.



•



Insight Product Development for the Aearo Quick Latch Respirator (honorable mention) Dr. Susan Hallbeck (center) accepts award for honorable mention from Dianne McMullin (left) and Stan Caplan (right).



Thanks go to PDTG members Dave Aurelio, Brian Bone, Jeanne Guerin, Hugh McLoone, Nicole Proulx, and Bill Vigilante who diligently evaluated the nominations for both the design and the methods used to achieve the design.



Purposes of the award are to (1) recognize user-centered and innovative product designs as well as research and design methods and (2) raise visibility of the PDTG and promote new membership. The award program has been extremely successful and PDTG will continue to conduct the competition. In the Spring, look for a call for nominations for the Fourth Annual Award. In the interim you can contact Dianne McMullin ([email protected]) or Stan Caplan ([email protected]) for details. PDTG invites you to become a member and participate in its activities. For example, you could be a judge and have the opportunity to see the whole lineup of award submissions.



Product Design Technical Group Meeting Minutes September 23, 2004 2004 Human Factors & Ergonomics Society Annual Meeting New Orleans, Louisiana Attendees: Joy Kempic Komal Bejaj Mark Hoffman Dianne McMullin Mark Palmer Elizabeth Lewis Ruth Loewenhardt Jean Schiller Martin Helander



Pam Nyberg Melroy D’Souza Russ Branaghan Molly Story Spencer Gerrol Susan Hallbeck David Aurelio Stan Caplan Jari Jarrinen



Stan Caplan, substituting for TG Chair Brad Allen who could not attend, opened the meeting by recognizing TG officers Brad Allen (Chair), Stan Caplan (Secretary/Treasurer; Awards Coordinator), Dianne McMullin (Awards Chair), Andrew Morton (Webmaster), Jay Pollack (Program



Chair), and Nicole Proulx (Newsletter Editor)). Thanks to Jean Schilling for volunteering to take the business meeting notes. Elections HFES by-laws require a TG Chair to be chosen by election. Other positions can be filled either through election or by appointment. A call for nominations will be sent out in the near future for TG Chair and other positions. Name Change and New Logo Our TG has officially changed its name from Consumer Product Technical Group to Product Design Technical Group to reflect the broader interests of our members and the diverse product types represented in submissions to our annual user-centered design award contest. Russ Branaghan (Big Red Rooster Consulting) volunteered to design a new logo and brochure for our TG. Secretary / Treasurer Report As of 9-10-04, we have 321 members which is 15% less than last year. It continues a downward trend in our TG membership and reflects a general reduction across TGs. The good news is that we still are one of the larger TGs and have a treasury balance of $16,342 that we can use to initiate activities to make this a more vibrant and relevant group (see open discussion below). Program Chair Report This year, the PDTG sponsored 3 sessions. These sessions included 12 papers and the presentation of the Third Annual User-Centered Product Design Award. Four posters were also included in the PDTG program. Awards Chair Report The Third Annual User-Centered Product Design Award was a success again this year. This year we received a record thirteen submissions spanning consumer, business, industrial, and medical product types. The award was presented to Joy Kempic and Pam Nyberg for Whirlpool’s Duet Fabric Care System. Because there were many outstanding submissions, the judges also awarded two honorable mentions. These were presented to Susan Hallbeck of the University of Nebraska for



the Intuitool Laparoscopic Surgical Tool and to Elizabeth Lewis of Insight Product Development for the Aearo Quick-Latch Respirator. Communications Chair Report The newsletter and website have been dormant due to the resignation of our communications chair. However, they are about to become active again under the new leadership of Nicole Prioulx (newsletter) and Andrew Morton (website). Send them your ideas and contributions. The newsletter will be distributed electronically so please update your email address on the HFES website. Open Discussion The meeting was then opened for discussion on ways to increase TG visibility and membership. Ideas for future conference programs included: „ An exhibit/demonstration session that would feature the product that received the User-Centered Design Award. Other products displayed might include the products that received Honorable Mentions, other submissions to the Award competition, and products that have received awards in other competitions (e.g., IDEA, Red Dot). Diane McMullin will investigate the possibility of having such a demonstration session. „ An invited speaker from the product design field. „ A panel that includes HF and ID professionals. „ Workshops related to product design. Other opportunities at the Annual Meetings might include: „ A student paper award that would include a monetary award and travel expenses. „ A PDTG display booth in the hallway or the exhibit hall that promotes the TG. „ New member greeters Outreach ideas included:



„



„



„



„



Posting internship opportunities on the PDTG website. Sponsor a design project with universities that have a product design program. Pam Nyberg and Susan Hallbeck will investigate this possibility. Offer to speak at HFES / IDSA student chapter meetings. Student mentors



Best Practices Publication HFES is looking to the TGs for publications to add to its series. Dave Aurelio (Bose) has volunteered to lead the effort to publish one on Product Design Best Practices.



_____________________________



Guidelines for Usability Design Of Hardware Touch Points by Stanley Caplan, CHFP Usability Associates Note: an edited version of this article appeared in the May 6, 2004 issue of Machine Design. “Operation of the machine shall be user-friendly”. That type of statement is likely to appear in a design requirements document as a specification for usability. We all want our products to be operable without user frustration. In other words, we want to design “swearless” products. Easier said than done. All the locations on a machine that a user might interact with, sometime referred to as touch points, have the possibility of frustration associated with the interactions. To avoid those outcomes, designers need to identify each touch point and apply their knowledge of users and usability principles to make its design (1) compatible with expected user behavior or (2) drive user behavior toward an appropriate interaction. Interactions can occur during installation, start up, operation, recovery from stoppages, consumable replenishment, and maintenance. In any of these modes, touch points can involve many types of machine components including controls, displays, cabinetry, internal



components, and consumables. A user may even have to interact with the machine as a whole, e.g., trying to move the machine from one location to another. By astutely attending to the usability design of all of these touch points, companies can differentiate their products from others and achieve a competitive advantage.



to figure out how to open a locked paper drawer, a deputy used his pistol to solve the problem. The result was a service call to remove the bullet and replace parts. This example is not as common as that of the vending machine. Users can often be seen shaking the machine when they insert money and the machine does not deliver the goods.



Much has been written about designing controls, displays, and software. However, the focus of this article is on the interaction design of hardware – cabinetry, internal components, and consumables. Less has been written about them. The goal is the same, i.e., to make interactions intuitive and to avoid designing-in opportunities for user error. And it applies to both dedicated and casual users of a machine. It is important for casual users because they may not use the machine frequently enough to remember how to correctly interact at the touch points. They have a specific and immediate purpose for using the machine and do not want to spend time figuring out how to complete their task. Some designers will argue that usability is not important for machines used by dedicated users because it is their job to operate the machine and so they will know how to interact at the touch points. In fact, it is very important for dedicated users. They utilize a broader range of the machine’s functions and will encounter the less ordinary and more complex touch points. The dedicated user and the company will greatly benefit from the designer’s efforts to carefully craft these touch points. Those benefits will come in the form of less learning time, less errors, and more productivity. Learning time is an especially significant factor because it affects not only the primary operator, but also his/her substitute during breaks, illness and vacation. Further, it has a significant affect when a primary operator moves on and is replaced by another primary operator. The second operator and those that follow may not get the formal training and support afforded the first operator at the time of installation.



The challenge for designers is to make the touch points functionally obvious, protect users from injury, minimize error opportunities, and facilitate recovery from error. The way to think about functional obviousness is to imagine that touch points speak to users saying things like “grasp me here” or “ turn me to the left” or “do it this way”. They don’t say “remember this” or “figure this out”. Properly designed touch points are also accessible and avoid pinched fingers.



Usable design even eliminates possibilities for user frustration that can result in damage to the machine. A manufacturer of copiers realized this when they set up a beta machine at a sheriff’s department. Unable



Touch points can be unique to a particular machine and designing usable touch points can be a difficult challenge for designers. As a Human Factors Engineer I have collaborated closely with all design disciplines on a variety of machines to help meet the challenges. Over time, certain “themes” emerged that I could apply across the many different touch points I encountered. For this article I have formulated some of them into guidelines for cabinetry, components and consumables, and labels and legends. General guidelines, which apply across these categories, are also presented.



General 1. Ensure 5th percentile and 95th percentile height users can see touch points. 2. Clearly distinguish between operational touch points and maintenance touch points. 3. Keep required amount of force consistent with purpose for force. 4. When evaluating for sufficient user access to a touch point, make sure surrounding components or modules that could impede access are in place or are considered. 5. Follow population stereotype conventions for up/down, rotation, color, etc. 6. For products marketed globally, introduce flexibility that allows for localized conventions to be used.



7. Anticipate misuse and design in a means to prevent such interaction or make the design robust enough to withstand it.



Cabinetry 1. Prevent cabinetry door from closing all the way if an internal component is not properly seated. 2. Make door locations obvious and the method for opening them consistent with direction of opening. i.e., don’t push in to open door out. 3. Make touch point appearance consistent with expected usage and misuse. 4. Falling covers are hazardous to fingers. Make sure that covers will stay up when opened. If held up by a mechanism, do a life cycle test to ensure it will still stay open after wear and tear on the mechanism. 5. Make sure entire door closes and latches regardless of where user pushes on it. This is especially important for interlocked, hinged doors requiring a switch or sensor at the top or bottom.



Components and Consumables 1. When requiring force to begin disengaging a component, avoid a rapid reduction in the force that would cause the component to “eject” itself and cause the user’s hand to recoil onto another surface. 2. Wherever possible, avoid exact positioning required to start insertion of a component. If it is required, make sure the points of engagement are easily visible. 3. When inserting a component, ensure final position can be achieved without precise alignment. Use a stop or an audible click. Avoid false cues. 4. Allow sufficient clearance for 95th percentile hands to grasp handles or fit between components. 5. Consider the clothing users might wear. Ties, jewelry, and billowy sleeves can get caught in rollers, etc. 6. Make it possible to insert a component only the right way. Give clues about which way that is.



7. If it is not possible to provide a grasp point for removing a reset component, build in an aid to help move the component out until it can be grasped. 8. Anticipate the possibility of unintentional contact with hot or sharp surfaces and protect users from the consequences. For instance, think about what the left hand might do while the right hand is removing a component. If the force is significant, the left hand might be naturally placed on an adjacent (hot) surface to provide leverage.



Labels and Legends 1. Pictorials of components should show orientation that operator is in when looking at the components. 2. Place labels next to the area they apply to. 3. Consider how far away the user will be when viewing the label and use a font size large enough to be legible at that distance. 4. Assume poor lighting and make a high contrast between the text and the background. 5. Try to put legends above the buttons and switches they identify. Legends below them will be obscured by the hand operating the buttons and switches. 6. Avoid putting legends directly on buttons that will be used frequently. The legends will wear off. These guidelines are appropriate for consumer, business, industrial, and medical products. They can be applied during development to give general direction to designers or they can be transformed into design specifications. A combination of the two is a practical approach. For any given product, the important ones are converted to specifications and the others are used for general direction during the course of designing the product. The important ones are those for touch points that are frequently encountered or where error can result in serious outcomes such as lost productivity, machine malfunction, or user injury. Design solutions that involve technology such as position sensors might be required to follow some guidelines, but many guidelines can be accommodated with creative, no-tech solutions. For instance, in the actual case of a business



product, a fold-out shelf was proposed to provide additional work surface when a place for more papers was needed, but maintain a smaller footprint if necessary. Anticipating that someone might misuse the shelf for a step to reach a light bulb or hang a Christmas ornament, we intentionally used shelf support brackets that would be clearly perceived as too flimsy to support a person’s weight. In another case, a thin metal exterior door was molded with ribs on the inside. The ribs served two purposes. They made the door more rigid so it would fully close when pushed and they were positioned so they would interfere with any removable internal machine components that may not have been pushed all the way in when replaced. The interference kept the door from closing and signaled the situation to the operator. “Operation of the machine shall be userfriendly” is a mostly useless design specification because it is not verifiable. General guidelines and checklists also have limited utility because they apply across a large diversity of products. To be useful for a given product, guidelines must be turned into operational specifications measurable by observation or testing. “The right front door shall be interlocked when a 2 lb. closing force is applied at either of the unhinged corners” is an operational specification derived from Cabinetry Specification 5. It can be easily verified by direct observation. After applying the force, the door is either closed or not closed. Other guidelines can likewise be transformed into specifications (1) that will help designers “get it right” without wasting multiple design iterations and (2) which can be independently verified. Some specifications are not so directly observable, but can be verified through heuristic evaluation by a usability professional or by usability testing. In a heuristic evaluation, usability professionals apply their expertise to judge whether user actions at the touch point are within the capabilities of the user population for the product. Usability testing goes a step further. People representative of the expected user population are given tasks to perform that involve interaction at the touch points. Their performance of the tasks and perceptions of



what they experienced will reveal your design success or failure. The testing is done as early as possible in the product development process so needed design modifications can still be made and, ideally, is iterated later to verify those modifications. Breadboard mockups, simulations, and prototypes are typically used at these earlier stages. Verification at later stages could employ an engineering model. Usability testing methodology is a tried and true technique for discovering design problems early. A usability professional can guide you through the testing procedure.



Job Postings SENIOR HUMAN FACTORS SPECIALIST Product Design and Usability Center at Pitney Bowes See your product designs being used in the marketplace. Work with a diverse and talented group of product designers. Meet challenges of designing user experiences for complex products. If these align with your vision of a career and you are passionate about creating the best design solutions for users and customers, consider a future in the Product Design and Usability Center at Pitney Bowes where you can grow your skills and help other grow theirs.



Position Requirements •



•



• •



Advanced degree or equivalent training in human factors related curriculum in industrial engineering, computer science, psychology, or a similar field. Minimum five years’ experience applying user-centered product design and testing techniques to user needs definition, problem analysis, usability evaluations, design of embedded/web/windows user interfaces, and hardware product design. Have made strategic and tactical design recommendations based on usability findings and standard design practices. Strong interpersonal and communication skills. Able to establish and maintain good



•



working relationships with partner organizations. Project-management skills. Can effectively utilize internal and external resources and multitask between projects while adhering to project deadlines.



Additional desired skills • •



Experience with embedded software systems Familiarity with anthropometric/ergonomic design issues



The Product Design and Usability Center consists of Human Factors, Graphic Design, and Industrial Design. Its mission is to use the science of usability and the art of design to deliver compelling product solutions and user experiences. The Center has high visibility in the company reporting directly to the company’s Chief Technology Officer. Human Factors supports the entire line of Global Mailing Solutions which include embedded software systems, PC based systems, and E-commerce products. Equipment spans a range from home/small office machines to high volume machines for preparing and processing many types of mail. You can learn more at www.pb.com. In this position you will have a hands-on role on projects with direct responsibility for design and research contributions. You will also have the opportunity to be a team leader for selected projects. You will collaborate with Industrial and Graphic Designers and will work closely with Software Developers, Engineers, and Marketing to develop state-of-the-art solutions toward “making a difference” that successfully differentiates Pitney Bowes products from their competitors. Location is Shelton, CT, just 2 hours from New York City and 3 hours from Boston. Send resume to Stan Caplan, [email protected].



Senior Human Factors Engineer Dell Inc. General Summary: The responsibilities for this position include creating and developing innovative human factors solutions for multiple lines of businesses, including both consumer and enterprise based technology products. Responsibilities include the development of specifications and designs that include both hardware and software interfaces, and includes close collaboration with Industrial Design, Engineering and Marketing teams. In addition, product designs will be validated via usercentered methods including usability testing and field research. Management of multiple programs is required, and the candidate must possess the ability to work with various disciplines within development teams.



Principal Duties and Responsibilities: This position is responsible for product usability during all phases of development across a variety of hardware and software platforms. The individual works closely with design teams to develop solutions for improved usability and user satisfaction through user-centered design and testing by evolving UI standards and guidelines, developing prototypes, translating field or lab customer data into usable design solutions, conducting usability tests, analyzing user behavior and requirements, and leveraging results to spark focused design efforts. The individual will also ensure the final design meets the marketing requirements, quality and cost goals, product specifications, and achieves world-class standards of product usability.



Knowledge, Skills, Education and Abilities: • •



_________________________ • •



Experience: 6 years of Usability/HF experience, preferably in the PC or consumer electronics sector Education: advanced degree in HCI, Human Factors, Behavioral Science, Computer Science, Industrial Engineering, or a related discipline. Experience developing and testing both hardware and software Experience working with Industrial Designers on hardware products



• • • • • • • •



Experience conducting formal usability testing Proven track record of implementing user-centered designs Ability to operate under tight date-driven schedules Experience with multi-discipline teams Ability to manage multiple programs Excellent written, verbal, and presentation skills Excellent teamwork skills HTML, Java, or other programming languages is a plus



Location: Austin, Texas, USA Contact: Keith Kozak, Sr. Mgr., HFE – [email protected]



Contact Us If you have any feedback on the newsletter or would like to submit an idea, article or job posting for an upcoming newsletter, please email us at [email protected]. We would also like to include a regular column called “Memorable Usability Testing”. You can describe a rousing success, a dismal failure or just an unusual situation. Please email any stories you would like to share to the address above.
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